Council Minutes: September 21
Council begins with the crowd happily munching on
really good food.
Snaps issued on many accounts. House is killing it.
Snaps to the fucking kombucha thing. – Alex.

Manager announcements
Jalissa
Remember if you move furniture to move it back so we can keep it all ADA accessible.
Same with setting up food.
mitar super adamant about not scratching the floor- kills his grove.
Maya
We have 2000 servings of cereal!
We have spearmint leaves, so whomever can make spearmint tea.
Mitar
If you’re having wifi problems, I feel bad for you, son.
But there’s a survey you can fill out and then Mitar will address the problem.
Aron
Identifies self as aron. Officially trained as health manager.
Going to have office hours.
USE CONDOMS! we have some.
Asking for $2 for ingestables: cash, check, venmo. American currency.
Zach
thanks for coming to the event

still looking for people for the event team.
Gary
Gave demo on how to use shower bucket: put shower bucket beneath warming shower,
move it to a convenient location (even keep it
in there), then move to near potty. Pour water
into toilet post number two.
Colin
Paid workshift for free speech next week.
Also guests need to follow policy.
Dish shift: don't forget to clean up area.
David
Paid workshift next week. Security, set up and tear down, and food prep.
Stephanie
Going to be paid workshift for free speech. fun! come!
Roman
Signs up for dishes!
Don't use sanitizer unless its full.
Use shower bucket for dishes and don't forget to clean up.
Crystal
Do pots team!
Travis
Email coming about board!
Monday having office hours!

Graham
HI being offered for bathroom improvements!
has great pun about workshift, tools, screwing, etc.
Also HI being offered for cleaning before free speech.
Also HI projector set up!
Brick path to dungeon! Help gary!

Jalissa
We are going to have workshops. You have to go to two! woo! Consent workshop
mandatory.
David
Going to look for parking helpers so we can make money. woo!
35 minutes into meeting we no longer have quorum.

Is this what people are doing?
finally get it.
Motion to allow friend vote to stay.

Passed.
Motion to talk about what Zach wants to .
Passed.
Natalia comes up and motions if her friend Ben can come and stay in w1 till October 1.
His attendant will be coming in and out. Wrote substance free policy- will abide.
Seems cool and nice.
Passes.
Claire comes and motions to see if Barrett can be a permanent guest so he can work on
the garden. Barrett assisted in the garden over the summer. He’s a baller it seems like.
Trying to pass him as a guest. Mitar backs him up. Said hes a baller. “Not sketchy”.
Passes.
Media budget- internet is $700 per month. Mitar is asking for 65$ per person for
internet. Or do 5 hours of work shift.
Also New York Times- the 65$ would cover this as well.
That amount is subsidized.
Zach
2 hours of workshift or 26$ for social budget. So we can get more kombucha kegs and
shit. Will negotiate the fee.
Travis motions to make this online.
This vote will be online.
Going to pick conduct committee rep.
Nick G runs unopposed.
The nice things said cant be written down.

Justin majestically rides through the dining room on a scooter to reach quorum and vote
35 to make nick manager.
Mitar is Trying to pass $499 So we can buy paper and toner and karma box. Also put
printing karma box.
Don't have quorum again.
32 vote to pass it.
3 abstain.
Also vote to pass the karma box.
Passes. printing karma box.
Natalia votes to not do the community agreements.
seconded.
Passes so happily.
3 moos about abstentions.
Come talk if you have community agreement issues.
ZACH MOTIONS TO END CONCIL IN A MIRACULOUS HOUR AND A HALF.
MITAR IS THE ONLY NAY AND HE WILL BE TARRED AND FEATHERED

